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Abstract-

Sentiment

analysis

is

a

valuable

knowledge

resource to understand collective sentiments from the web and
helps make better informed decisions. Sentiments may be positive,
negative or objective and the method of assigning sentiment weights
to terms and sentences are important factors in determining the
accuracy of the sentiment classification. We use standard methods
such as Natural Language Processing, Support Vector Machines
and SentiWordNet lexical resource. Our work aims at improving
the sentiment classification by modifYing the sentiment values
returned by SentiWordNet for intensifiers based on the context to
the semantic of the words related to the intensifier.

We also

reassign some of the objective words to either positive or negative
sentiment. We test our sentiment classification method with product
reviews of digital cameras gathered from Amazon and ebay and
shows that our method improves the prediction accuracy.

Keywords- Sentiment analysis, opinion mining, sentiment
polarity, subjective words, objective words, intensifier

I.

INTRODUCTION

Sentiment analysis has become a new knowledge resource
after the advent of the Internet and World Wide Web. It aims
to automatically predict the sentiment polarity of user's
opinions on the web. Opinions play an important role in
understanding the collective sentiments and help to make
better decisions. Opinions may be positive, negative or
neutral. Positive opinions encourage the prospective customer
to take positive decision; negative opinion usually results in
negative
decision.
Sentiment
analysis
of
textual
communication extracts the subjective information in the text.
The main task in sentiment classification is to determine
the polarity of the comments as positive, negative or objective.
It can be done at different levels such as word/phrase levels,
sentence level and document level. Sentiment analysis is one
of the most challenging areas in NLP because people express
opinion in subtle and complex ways, involving the use of
slang, ambiguity, sarcasm, irony and idiom.
Most of the research in the field of sentiment classification
focuses on polarity classification of review documents. One of
the main tasks in sentiment classification is the discovery of
sentiment words. This task can be done more easily by
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applying sentiment lexicons such as General Inquirer,
SentiwordNet, WordNet Affect, SenticNet.
Once the
sentiment words are identified, the score of the sentences can
be calculated.
Majority of the existing models of sentiment classification
ignores objective words and intensifiers during score
calculation. An intensifier enhances the emotional context of
the word it is tagged by increasing the degree of the adjective
or adverb. These adjectives or adverbs may be positive or
negative sentiment words. The word 'totally " 'pretty "
'incredibly ', 'very ', 'really 'etc are example for intensifiers.
Most of the intensifiers obtain positive score from the
SentiWordNet, a publicly available lexical resource used for
sentiment classification [ I ]. So during score calculation,
negative sentences will not get the real effect of intensifiers
This paper intends to improve the sentiment classification
by modifying the sentiment values returned by SentiWordNet
for intensifiers based on the context to the semantic of the
words related to the intensifier. We also consider objective
words and reassign them to either positive or negative
sentiment depending on a threshold value.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Background
and Related works is given in Section 2, Solution approach in
Section 3, Experiment Results in Section 4 and [mally the
concluding remarks in Section-So
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
During the initial stages of sentiment analysis, researchers
were more focused on subjectivity detection. Over a decade or
two, due to the rapid growth of World Wide Web and internet,
the web became the main source for gathering information.
Hence the researchers gradually shifted their focus from
subjectivity analysis to sentiment analysis of online reviews
[1 5]. Now a day's people express their opinions on social
media which consist of product review sites, social networks,
blogs, or forum (such as Amazon, Face book, Twitter, Flicker,
LinkedIn, etc.). Information from these sources is really
helpful for the customers to take purchase decisions.
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The major tasks in sentiment classification are the
extraction of sentiment words and calculation of sentence
scores, The task of extracting sentiment words will be tedious
and exhaustive if do manually. This task can be performed
more easily by applying sentiment lexicon. SentiwordNet is
one of the most powerful lexical resources used for sentiment
classification [ I ].
Listed below is some works done in sentiment analysis
using SentiWordNet.
A.

Sentiment classification using SentiwordNet

Ohana and Tierney[7]
proposed a technique for
sentiment classification by using features built from the
SentiWordNet database of term polarity scores. Their
approach consists of counting positive and negative term
scores to determine the sentiment orientation. They also
presented the improved version of this by building a data set
of most important features using SentiWordNet and a machine
learning approach for classification. A negation detection
algorithm is used to adjust the SentiWordNet scores
accordingly for the negated terms.
Ghosh and karl151
described a simple approach to
perform sentiment classification based on an unsupervised
linguistic approach. This works use SentiWordNet for
classifying the online reviews. They have done feature
selection based on sentence tagging and then identified the
subjective sentence based on the opinion words. Then the
positive and negative score of each sentence is calculated. The
results of this work show that SentiWordNet could be used as
an important resource for discovering sentiment words and
classification tasks.
Deneckel61 proposed a technique for determining the
polarity of text within a multilingual framework. In this work,
at first the documents other than English are converted into
English by using standard translation software. Translated
document belongs to one of the two classes 'positive' or
'negative' according to its sentiment score. The score of the
sentiment bearing words are calculated using SentiWordNet.
For classifying the documents according to their sentiment
(positive, negative), three different approaches were
implemented and evaluated. The results of these three methods
were then compared. Best result was obtained by using the
machine learning technique.

SentiwordNet [ I ] is a publicly available lexical resource
explicitly used for sentiment classification and opinion
mining. SentiWordNet is based on WordNet (version 3.0).
SentiWordNet assigns sentiment scores to each synset of
WordNet: positive, negative or objective
WordNet terms are mainly categorized into four: Adverb,
Adjective, Noun and Verb. Terms are linked by meaning and
grouped into synset (synonymous sets).Each synset has three
numerical scores: poses), neg(s), obj(s) ranging in the interval
[0,1 ]. Sum of score poses), neg(s) and obj(s) is equal to one.
So obj(s) can be calculated as obj(s) 1 - (pos(s)+neg(s)).
=

Figurel shows the graphical model designed by Esuli and
Sebastiani [1 ] to display the scores of a synset in
SentiWordNet.
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Fig. l. Graphical Representation for SentiWordNet [1]

II.

SOLUTION APPROACH

In this work, we propose an enhanced technique for
sentiment classification of online reviews by considering the
objective words [5] and intensifiers. The proposed work
consists of three major modules as shown in Figure2.

Hung and Lin[14], introduced an approach for sentiment
classification by considering objective words. They assign a
new value to objective words. Basic concept is positive or
negative sentence has sentimental impact on its affiliated
objective words. If an objective word appears in more positive
sentences than a negative sentence, then it has a positive
polarity and vice versa. An objective word is not changed
when it appears in both positive and negative sentence
equally. Reassigned value of the objective word could be
meaningful ie, it can have if either positive or negative
sentiment value which is greater than a threshold value 0.5.
B

SentiWordNet
Fig. 2:

Frame work of proposed model
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Review Document Preprocessing

A.

Preprocessing follows the same step as traditional text
mining which consists of sentence splitter, POS tagging,
stemming and stop word removal. Review document
consists of many sentences and each sentence expresses
specific sentiment. So sentence is considered as a basic
unit here. Review documents are first split into several
sentences based on punctuation such as semicolons,
question mark, exclamation point or period.
Review document contains so many spelling mistakes.
We used enchant spellcheckers library to correct them.

sentence 'Camera is very bad' should be more negative as
compared to sentence 'Camera is bad'. But we obtained a
positive score from the existing method.
Table I shows how to handle intensifiers in positive and
negative sentences.

TABLE I: INTENSIFIER HANDLING IN POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
SENTENCES
Preyiou5 'Von)

Next Word

Score

Intensifier

Adjective[Negative]
Adjective[Positive]
Adverb[Negative]

High Negative
High Positive
High Negative

Intensifier

Adverb[Positive]

High Positive

Intensifier
Intensifier

SentiWordNet provides four POS classes: Adjective,
Adverb, Verb and Noun. Same word with different part of
speech tag might have different sentiment value. For
example Word 'good' appears in three different parts in a
sentence may have different values according to its part of
speech tag. So proper part of speech tag should be applied
on each word in the sentences.
As all words are stored in SentiWordNet in its base
form stemming are required for each word in the
sentence. Stemming is the process of conversion of a
word to its base form.
Stop words are the word that doesn't carry much
meaning such as determiners and prepositions. Removal
of stop words is the last step in preprocessing. In this
work NLTK [1 6] toolkit in python is used for
preprocessing.

Reassign new value to objective words

B.

This module consists of four steps.
•

Negation Handling

•

Intensifier handling

•

Calculate the polarity of the sentence

•

Modification of objective words

Negation Handling First step in this module is a negation
processing. Suppose a sentence contains negative modifiers
like 'not " 'never', 'no' which change the meaning of that
sentence. For example consider the sentence: 'The picture
quality of this camera is not bad'. This sentence contains a
negative modifier 'not' which changes the negative polarity of
the sentence to positive polarity. If we calculate the score of
the sentence without handling negation, we get a high negative
polarity as 'not' and 'bad'.
Intensifier Handling People usually use intensifiers in
reviews to express their emotion deeply. Presence of the
words like 'very " 'really 'and 'extremely ' in negative and
positive sentences make the adjective and adverb stronger. But
this effect is not considered during the score calculation in
existing method.
For example, the score of the sentence, 'Camera is bad
'when calculated using the existing method gives -0.380527.
When intensifier 'very' is considered, the new score became
0.1 1 94 as 'very' is considered as a positive word. Score of the

The polarity of the sentence can be obtained by equation (1 )
n

SentenceScO're

=

L sC07'e(i)

I)

i=O

Score(i) is the positive and negative score of the words and
n is the number of words in the sentence. If Sentence
Score is greater than 0, then we can say that the sentence is
positive otherwise sentence is negative.
Consider the following examples.
Sentence1 : Camera is bad (p=0,0=0.62 n=0.38) and
Sentence2:
Camera
bad(p=0,0=0.62 n=0.38) .

IS

very

(p=0.5

o=O,n=O)

Here' is' is a stop word which has no score
SentiwordNet .Camera is not a sentimental word.

In

Sentence I contains only one negative sentiment word 'bad
'. Hence Sentence1 is negative Sentence2 contains one
positive word and one negative word. So score of the
sentence2 obtained by using equation1 is positive. Actually
Sentence2 has more negative polarity as compared to
Sentencel. But this effect is not reflected as most of the
intensifiers have positive score in the SentiWordNet. .
Algorithm1 is the proposed algorithm for handling
intensifiers.
Algorithm 1

Intensifier Handling

If (Score (Nextword»O) then
(Take the actual score of the intensifier)
Else (Score (Nextword»O) then
If previous word is Negative Modifier then
(Take the actual score of the intensifier)
Else
(Negate the score of the Intensifier)
End if
End if
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For example score of the sentence, 'camera is bad'
calculated using proposed method gives -0.380527. When
intensifier very is considered, score became -0.880527.Here
the sentence 'camera is very bad' obtained high negative score
as compared to sentencel.
After negation processing and intensifier handling is done,
next task is to calculate the polarity of sentences. Depending
upon the sore of the sentence, we can say whether the sentence
is positive or negative.
Last step in this module is reassigning new value to
objective words. Almost 90% of the words in SentiWordNet
are objective words. Most of the existing models simply
ignore the objective words [ I I ]. But the objective words have
sentiment influence on the associated words. So a new value is
reassigned to the objective words. If an objective word appear
in a more positive sentence as compared to negative sentence
then it has positive polarity otherwise it has a negative
polarity. An objective word is not reassigned if it appears in
both positive and negative sentences equally.
Let's assume an objective word appear in positive,
negative, objective in eight, one, one times respectively. Then
a new value 0.8 is assigned to the objective word
In Algorithm2, POSWi indicate value in positive orientation
Negwi indicates a value in negative orientation and Objwi
indicate value in objective orientation. PSi indicate frequency
of wordi in positive sentence. ns; indicate frequency of
word; I n negative sentence. fri indicate term frequency of
wordi in the data set.
Algorithm 2 Reassigning new value to objective words

if(Objective word occurs only in positive sentence) then
Poswi�psJfri; Negwi=O; Objwi= I -POSWi
else if(Objective word occurs only in negative
sentence)then
Negw; �ns/fri; POSWi =0; Objwi=l- Negw;
else if( Occurrence of positive sentence<Occurrence
negativesentence) then
if( nsi-psi>theroshold) then
Negw; �ns/fr;; POSWi =0; Objw;=l- Negwi
end if
else if( Occurrence of positive sentence>Occurrence
negative sentence) then
if( PSi-nsi>theroshold) then
POSWi�PS/fri; Negwi=O; Objw;=l-Posw;

end if
else
POSWi�O; Negwi=O; Objwi=1
end if
A sentence or a word containing a smaller positive or
negative sentiment value won't have a great effect on its
associated objective words. Our modification is meaningful
only if POSWi or Negw; is greater than threshold. Here we
assign a threshold as 0.5.

C

Sentiment Classification

This module consists of two steps. Vector representation
of the document and sentiment classification using SVM.
SVM has high accuracy as compared to other machine
learning approaches [3].
At first, represent the document as a vector
Di = [WI, W2, W3...Wn]
Where Wi is the weight of the term i with respect to
the document. If a term WI occurs in sentence ;,
then W; will have a non zero value, otherwise it is zero.
Document matrix has each roWi correspond to the feature
vector of a particular sentence, and each column of this matrix
refers to unique term (feature) in the document.
Weight of the positive word is calculated as.
Wi=TFi* POSWi
Weight of the negative word is calculated as.
Wi=TFi* Negwi*- I
Weight of the objective word assigned as Wi=O
Where Wi is the weight of Wordi and TFi is term
frequency of the word in the dataset.

IV EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of our
proposed method by comparing it with the existing method.
For our experiments we have used the data set taken from
Amazon.com and ebay.com for the products reviews of
digital camera from which we have taken 24000 sentences for
training and 20000 sentences for testing.
The performance of the classifier can be measured in terms
of the four possible outcomes: True positive (TP), true
negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN).
True positive\negative means that a sentence is classified to a
positive\negative class when this sentence really belongs to
the positive\negative class respectively. Both true positive and
true
negative
are
correct
classifications.
False
positive\negative means that a sentence is incorrectly
classified to a negative\positive class when this sentence
belongs to a positive\negative class.
Accuracy of existing and proposed method is calculated by
using the equation (2) given below.
Accuracy

=

(2)

TP+TN
TP + FP + TN + FN

TABLE II: SENTENCE TAKEN FOR TRAINING AND TESTING

Training

Testing
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24000

20000

Table III shows the performance of the traditional, existing
and proposed methods and lists the accuracy, the true
positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives of
sentences,
From the above result we can see that the prediction
accuracy of the proposed method which is much better than
the traditional and existing methods. Reassigning objective
word as positive or negative, improved the classification
accuracy by
reducing
both
positive and
negative
misclassification. Though the existing method out performs
the traditional method its accuracy is less compared to the
proposed method. This is because miss-classification is less in
the proposed method related to the negative sentences as
compared to the existing method. This improvement is due to
the proper handling of intensifiers.

methods. This is proved by the experiments performed on the
product reviews of digital camera. In this work word sense
disambiguation
are
not
considered.
Word
sense
disambiguation and identification of the product feature about
which the sentiment is expressed can be done as a future work.
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